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The Sensitech® Supply Chain Intelligence Center (SCIC)
presents a summary of major incidents and news articles

EMEA

relating to cargo theft and intelligence for the week ending
15 February 2021.
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9 February 2021: The Civil Guard brought to
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justice a 47-year-old investigator, the alleged
author of simulating a crime by reporting that he
was the victim of a false theft. As reported by the
Armed Institute in a press release, the investigator reported that
two men threatened him with pliers while he waited to unload
at the dock of a polygon parcel company in Fuente Vaqueros,
and they stole twenty-one monitors from inside the semi-trailer
of their truck.
Read more: Ahora Granada (Spain)
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Germany

7 February 2021: Unknown perpetrators
damaged the tarpaulins of two truck trailers at a

11 February 2021: Thieves gained access to a

rest area yesterday at A14, Rasthof Muldental.

company site on Grünower Strasse in Passow,
where they dismantled parts of two combine

They then broke into one of the two trailers by
forcibly opening the seal on the loading door. The strangers stole

harvesters and disappeared with them. The company concerned

a total of three dishwashers and a pallet with small packaging

suffered damage of around €5,000.

from inside the hold.

Read more: Nordkurier (Germany)

Read more: Blick (Germany)

10 February 2021: A truck was robbed in the

5 February 2021: Unknown persons gained

parking lot of federal highway 410 between

access to an enclosed area of an agricultural

Lichtenborn and Arzfeld. Unknown perpetrators

enterprise and broke into a hall, stealing a wheel

gained access to the truck the sleeping driver was

loader valued around €22,000. An associated

still in. Objects worth €650 were stolen.

earth shovel and a silage tong were also stolen. According to

Read more: Prüm Aktuell (Germany)

police investigations, the wheel loader was probably loaded
on a nearby dirt road leading towards Taucha and transported
away. At the same time, another wheel loader valued at around

10 February 2021: The 7 January attack on

€40,000 was stolen from a closed barn of another company.

a money courier at the confluence of the canal

Read more: Sachsen.de (Germany)

path to Hansastrasse has been resolved. After
meticulously evaluating the evidence, investigators
at the responsible criminal inspection discovered a 23-year-old
man who confessed, then returned part of the stolen money.

Russia

Read more: PressePortal (Germany)
9 February 2021: Unknown perpetrators broke
into a warehouse in Stahlwerkstrasse after

attempting to steal 280 kg of cast iron from a
passing train at Predugalnaya station on the North

violently opening a door. Vehicle parts such as
rims and rear spoilers and older two-wheelers were stolen from
the hall.
Read more: Radio Westerwald (Germany)

Caucasus Railway.
Read more: Don 24 (Russia)
10 February 2021: Traffic police officers stopped a

9 February 2021: Burglars stole numerous parcels
from a logistics company over the weekend. The
thieves took loot with an estimated value of €10,000
from the delivery base in the Neubrandenburg

car at the exit from the regional center, in the cabin
they discovered many different metal products.
The driver said he found them. After further
investigation, the metal was determined to have been stolen
from the base in the village of Serebryanka in the Smolensk

brewery district.

region. The damage amounted to 40,000 rubles.

Read more: Nordkurier (Germany)

Read more: MK.ru (Russia)

8 February 2021: Strangers stole a

8 February 2021: A man stole two tons of metal

truck trailer in Karlsruhe. The trailer

from a service station in Ulan-Ude by throwing it

was uncoupled behind the truck on
parking spaces along the lane of Willy-Brand-Allee. The thieves
likely opened the trailer’s pneumatic brake system using a
mobile compressor, rolled it onto the roadway, then coupled it to
a towing vehicle.

11 February 2021: Two men were arrested for

over a fence, then covering it in snow. The next day,
the man returned and loaded the metal into a truck.
He delivered the stolen goods to various collection points.
Read more: Baikal Daily (Russia)

Read more: PressePortal (Germany)
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Italy

South Africa
10 February 2021: The carabinieri dismantled

9 February 2021: Four men have been arrested

a criminal organization specializing in stealing

for the armed Hijacking of a cargo truck, but

goods from trucks parked in industrial areas in

police officials have not yet recovered the guns

the provinces of Milan, Monza Brianza and

and getaway vehicle used in the commission of

Bergamo. During the investigation process, thirteen

the crime.

people were investigated, of which eight were arrested, seven of

Read more: News 24 (South Africa)

them entering prison.
Read more: Monza Today (Italy)

7 February 2021: As South Africa’s first batch of
COVID-19 vaccines begins rolling out to provinces

9 February 2021: Thieves fled into the

this week, a massive security plan involving armed

countryside with gunshots exploding in the air,

guards, unmarked police cars and satellite tracking

after abandoning a stolen truck containing two

has kicked into gear to prevent the precious cargo falling into

compact loaders worth several tens of thousands

criminal hands.

of euros. The truck was stolen hours before in Cesena and

Read more: Times Live (South Africa)

tracked down by the Polstrada thanks to the GPS equipped on
the heavy vehicle.

4 February 2021: The rapid response by

Read more: Primo Piano Molise (Italy)

members of the South African Police Service
in Westenburg, outside Polokwane, resulted

4 February 2021: The State Police

in the arrest of four suspects for possession of

recovered a stolen truck in the province

properties suspected of theft and possession of an allegedly

of Ravenna and material owned by a

hijacked truck. They recovered more than one million in items

Sassuolo company that produces industrial supplies.

robbed in Limpopo.

Read more: Gazzetta Della Milia (Italy)

Read more: Truck and Freight (South Africa)

France

Finland
9 February 2021: A Judicial Police operation

4 February 2021: Police say two Dutch men set

mobilizing a hundred police officers resulted in

up a firm to import flowers via Vuosaari port – but

the arrest of three people, suspected of having

that the shipments also included drugs.

committed theft of fuel and cargo. According to

Read more: YLE (Finland)

the gendarmerie, since November 2020, cargo and fuel thefts
have been recurring to the detriment of road transport on RN
4. Perpetrators cut the tarpaulins off the trucks to check their

Europe

contents, stealing goods as opportunities arose.
Read more: L’Union (France)

4 February 2021: European road
9 February 2021: Thirteen suspects were arrested
for looting trucks of goods on the areas of crossborder highways straddling the Franco-Belgian
border. The profit of these organized gang flights

freight rates registered their first annual
decline last year, after the pandemic
excoriated demand across the continent.
Read more: The Loadstar (U.K.)

is estimated for the time being at more than
€1,000,000.
Read more: CNews (France)
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APAC

9 February 2021: Federal Highway
Police released data on crimes committed
in January on the highways of Rio de
Janeiro. The figures were provided by the
Institute of Public Security (ISP) of Rio de Janeiro. The analysis

India

points out that cargo theft dropped 33% compared January
2020; in the capital, the decrease was larger at -47%.
11 February 2021: Chennai Air Cargo customs

Read more: O Dia (Brazil)

seized 495 kg of red sanders worth Rs 25 lakh,
which was destined for an export shed of air cargo

9 February 2021: A Cash-in-Transit vehicle was

in Singapore.

blown up by bandits on BR-235, a stretch from the

Read more: New Indian Express

city of Juazeiro, in northern Bahia. Four employees
were in the vehicle at the time of the crime and
suffered minor injuries, according to initial information from the
Military Police. The vehicle was destroyed.

North & South
America

Read more: Globo G1(Brazil)

Mexico
11 February 2021: With the close of the oil ducts

Brazil

in Puebla’s Red Triangle, criminal organizations
have intensified their focus on cargo theft, building

10 February 2021: Military Police agents

underground basements in which they hide stolen

apprehended a teenager and arrested two men in

cargo units from aerial searches, unloading the

the act suspected of stealing a load of Alcohol in
the Jardim São Judas neighborhood, in Campinas
City. The driver of the truck carrying the drinks was
hijacked during the robbery and threatened by the suspects. .

cargo and dismantling the vehicles to later move the goods
when the coast is clear.
Read more: Televisa.NEWS (Mexico)

Read more: Globo G1 (Brazil)
10 February 2021: Two men were arrested in
relation to a cargo theft which occurred on 20

10 February 2021: The Ceará Military Police

January in Naucalpan de Juárez, State of

(PMCE) rescued a truck driver and recovered goods

Mexico. The criminals were caught when police

from a retail chain after the vehicle was stolen by

detected the vehicle used in the theft. Two other

a gang in Maracanaú. Military police located the

possible members of the same criminal group were previously

truck in Fortaleza; inside were the victim and the
load that was abandoned by the suspects, who escaped when
they noticed the approach of military police.

arrested.
Read more: Asi Sucede (Mexico)

Read more: Governo do Estado do Ceará (Brazil)
8 February 2021: Authorities executed a
10 February 2021: Police located a stolen vehicle
loaded with concrete at km 53 of Fernão Dias
highway in Atibaia. The vehicle was moving along
the highway when ordered to stop. Two criminals
jumped and fled into the woods. The criminal who

search warrant on a property in San Miguel
Totoltepec in Toluca, State of Mexico, locating
a cargo vehicle and approximately 35 cases of
Pharmaceuticals stolen in the same region of the state.
Read more: AD Noticias (Mexico)

was driving the vehicle at the time was arrested; the victim of
the theft was found tied up inside the truck, and later released.
Read more: Jornal Bragança (Brazil)
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U.S. & Canada

8 February 2021: For the fourteenth consecutive
week, the average retail price of diesel has risen.

11 February 2021: With global supply chains

If the price increases next week, it will be the third

buckling under huge order volumes and a

time in the history of the DOE/EIA price series

confluence of disruptive forces, shippers should

that it increased for fifteen consecutive weeks. It has never risen

prepare for 2021 to be a perpetual peak season

sixteen consecutive weeks since records began being kept in

across all transport modes, logistics experts warn.

1994.

Read more: FreightWaves.com

Read more: FreightWaves.com

10 February 2021: The cost of cargo crime

7 February 2021: Dockworkers at the busiest

in Canada is estimated to be around $5 billion

U.S. gateway for trade with Asia may soon have

annually, perpetrated primarily through the theft of

better access to coronavirus vaccines, as officials

trucks and transport trailers full of merchandise.

on the West Coast battle congestion blamed on

The Greater Toronto Area reportedly has among the

shortages of labor and equipment needed to handle a record

highest rates of cargo theft in North America. The COVID-19

influx of cargo.

pandemic has, inevitably, resulted in a further increase in these

Read more: Supply Chain Brain

numbers.
Read more: Mondaq.com

5 February 2021: Memphis police and ATF
agents made a major bust connected to

9 February 2021: Inland Port Greer, the SCPA’s

vehicle thefts that investigators said is also connected to the

rail-served port in upstate South Carolina,

theft of almost $75,000 from several railroad boxcars.

recorded 13,401 rail moves, its best January and

Read more: WMC-TV (Memphis, TN)

a 16% hike year-over-year.
Read more: FreightWaves.com
8 February 2021: The Port of Los Angeles and
the neighboring Port of Long Beach are used to
dealing with large numbers of ships. They see
almost 40% of the containers that reach the
US every year. But they’ve been overwhelmed this year, and
authorities say it can currently take several days for a ship to
even enter port.
Read more: NHK (Japan)

The information contained in this document is the property of Sensitech Inc. This information may not be sold, licensed, or used for business development in any capacity without the prior written consent
of Sensitech Inc. Sensitech Inc. encourages recipients to use this information for cargo theft prevention activities and to share this information in its entirety with colleagues who may also benefit in a theft
prevention capacity. Where possible, we have elected to maintain news articles and briefs in their native grammatical format. ©2021 Carrier.
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